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Sir Karl als Lehrer

(Vorwort von Volkmar Ellmauthaler
anlässlich des 115. Geburtstages am 28.7.2017)

Es war eine leise gesprochene Einladung Erhard Oesersi, die eine Studienkollegin und mich eines Samstagmorgens in die Wiener Kramer-Glöckner-Straßeii brachte: linker Hand am Anstieg,
gerade als das unten enge grüne Gässchen hinter dem Küniglberg die Anhöhe erreicht. Ein Vorgarten, ein schmaler Eingang,
dann eine auseinander geschobene Doppeltüre, nun ein Salon.
Professoren der Fakultät, leise raunend, und wir Studierende.
Und ein liebenswürdiger, kleinwüchsiger Mann mit interessiert
geweiteten Augen und enormen Ohren, deren größeres er stets
mit der linken Hand unterstützte, um besser zu hören.
Sir Karl. Logiker. Begründer des Kritischen Rationalismus iii.
Niemand von uns hatte vermutlich damals oder hat jemals die
mathematischen Ableitungen in Logik der Forschung durchdrungen. Sir Karl war nachsichtig. Was er nicht litt, waren undeutliche, schlecht durchdachte Formulierungen. Was er uns
nahebringen wollte, war die Schärfe des Denkens, das Vorausdenken, das in zutreffende Fragen münden mag. Er tat dies anhand einfacher Beispiele, die er selbst erläuterte.
Da war er wieder, der schwarze Mann, der in dem schwarzen
Raum den schwarzen Hut suchte, der vielleicht nicht vorhanden
war: Falsifizierbares Vermutungswissen.
Ein durch’s Leben mitgebrachtes Gesellenstück, sein Kästchen,
war räumlich vergesellschaftet mit einem irgendwie hierher geratenen Pianino: Sir Karl hatte einst in Wien ein Musikstudium
absolviert. Ich wusste das. Was er sicherlich nicht erinnerte:
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Er hatte mir einmal, als ich ein Kind und er ein berühmter Mann
war, aus Alpbach mit einer freundlich-diszipliniert beschrifteten
Ansichtskarte geantwortet. – Damals konnte man einfach an
Herrn Professor Popper, dzt. wohnhaft im Böglerhof, schreiben.
Die Post kam an. – Und es gab diese schöne Sitte der Antwort.
Was atemlose Stille verursachte, waren leise in den Raum gesagte Problemstellungen. – Er mochte diesen Begriff. Später
würde er einen Buchtitel daraus formen: Alles Leben ist Problemlösen. – Mangelhafte professorale Ansätze, sie alle trugen
Krawatte, wurden mit einer minimalen Dosis seines stark wirksamen, englischhumorigen, stets freundlichen Zynismus regelrecht vernichtet, indem Sir Karl, er war im aufgeknöpften weißen Hemd, so lange (akustisch) „nicht verstand“, bis eine angemessene Frage – ja: Frage – gestellt worden war. Illustre Köpfe
glühten. Wir Jungen getrauten uns nicht geradeaus zu blicken.
Was Sir Karl mochte, wo er herzlich-zufrieden lächeln konnte,
waren Wiener Salzgurken aus dem Fass; und was er ganz ausgezeichnet hören und verstehen konnte, waren weibliche Stimmen wie von jener betörenden Studentin, ihr verzieh er vieles,
sogar, als sie ihn aufgeregt mit Herr Oeser ansprach. Salzgurken bekam er zu seinem 84. Geburtstag, dem 28. Juli.
So kamen wir an jenen Samstagen zusammen, ab Punkt 9 Uhr
bis nach Mittag. Sir Karl war betrübt – hatte er doch kürzlich
seine geliebte Frau verloren. Wollte sich in Wien ansiedeln. Die
Universität wollte ihm eine Professur verleihen. Karl Popper in
Wien. Endlich die Rückkehr nach Emigration, England, Neuseeland, USA, wieder England: nun Wien. Sie machten etwas
verkehrt, was nur ein Wiener begreifen kann: Sie legten ihm ein
Antragsformular vor. Bloß eine Formsache, selbstredend, gell.
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Doch der sonst gütige alte Mann meinte, er könne keine Anträge mehr unterschreiben. Und entschied sich für London, wo er
nach eifrigem Schreiben und Redigieren acht Jahre darauf, am
17. September 1994, verstarb. Mit ihm – und mit leichter Verzögerung – stirbt nun wohl auch die offene Gesellschaft, deren
Feinde vermutlich durch die Macht der Platitüde siegen werden.
Die Wirren politischer Hasardeure und ein Hedonismus innerer
Not, der wieder verbissen durch Mörderbanden bekämpft wird,
das Diktat ungebildeter Emporkömmlinge und schamloser Lügen-Töner, die ihr Recht einfach kaufen, gleich was es koste,
wo Ratio der narzisstischen Gier geopfert wird: Diese Verwirrungen mögen zum Vergessen auch seiner herausragenden Denker-Persönlichkeit beitragen. – Wollen wir das etwa zulassen?
Zuvor, um Semester-Ende, durften wir noch ein Zeugnis erwerben. Ein einfaches, das er mit ein wenig Selbstironie gewissenhaft signierte: mit dieser besonderen Mischung aus Kurrent, Latein und einem deutlich ST-verbreiterten Elektrocardiogrammiv.
Der Erwerb, wie er es nannte, eines Semesterzeugnisses war an
ein Gespräch geknüpft, bei dem er jede und jeden einzeln kennenlernen wollte. Ich war an meinem Geburtstag einbestellt: ein
sonniger, warmer Tag Ende Mai, Sir Karl mit bloßem Oberkörper, Handschuhen und Rosenschere im Vorgarten. Er entschuldigte sich, wir traten ein. – Gegenüber seinem Kästchen setzten
wir uns, freuten uns über die Gemeinsamkeit des Musikstudiums. – Am Pianino vergegenwärtigten wir uns Bach-Choräle.
Sannen über dessen rätselhafte Quintenparallelen an jenen Stellen, die Leere symbolisieren sollten, den sündhaften Menschen
wohl, der Erlösung harrend. Danach meinte er leise, wissen Sie,
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Sie haben mir immer aufmerksam zugehorcht. Sie waren ein
aufmerksamer Zuhörer – und schrieb als Ziffer: „1“.
Besser als in Bachs Tonarchitektur können mathematische
Ableitungen nicht funktionieren. B-A-C-H, ja: die Prautz’sche
Zahlenmystikv bei Johann Sebastian: Übereinkunft im leisen
Verstehen. Dem Wesentlichen horchen.
Auch Wilhelm Backhaus kam uns in den Sinn, der Große…
Sir Karl hatte ein Gespräch geführt, vermutlich wollte er nichts
von mir wissen, doch etwas Bestimmtes hat wohl beiden zu einer neuen Sicht des zu Vermutenden verholfen. Was es meinerseits war, ist mir danach erst langsam klar geworden. „Zuhorchen“ wurde schließlich zu einem Bestandteil meiner Berufung.
Und, ja: Gütig konnte nur sein, wessen Weg aus Höllenfahrten
und Hoffnung bestand. So war er.
Wer verliert schon einen ganzen Band seines Standardwerks an
Manuskripten während der Überfahrt und meint dazu mit versonnenem Blick: Ich konnte es nachher nicht rekonstruieren.
Wer wird zum lebenden Mythos, ohne daran zu arbeiten? Außer
ein wenig gegen den Wiener Kreis zu polemisieren oder ein antipodischer Freund just von Konrad Lorenz zu sein? – „Schau,
Konrad“ war seine Beschwichtigung, wenn der Verhaltensforscher sich wieder einmal echauffierte und – ungenügend zugehört habend – zu dozieren begann. Wer schreibt zusammen mit
einem führenden Neurologenvi ein Buch über das Ich und die
Erkenntnis, das erst elf Jahre später einen Gegenpartvii erhält?
Über wen sonst als Sir Karl existieren Schriften wie diese:
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Wie Ludwig Wittgenstein Karl Popper mit dem Feuerhaken
drohte. Eine Ermittlung.viii
Wobei nicht klar ist, ob beide jemals aneinandergeraten waren,
geschweige denn am 25. Oktober 1946. Bekanntlich war Wittgenstein im King’s College zu Cambridge. Und selbst die Autoren Edmonds und Eidinow fanden keinen endgültigen Beweis
für ihre Hypothese. Gut so. Eine spannende Skizze zur möglichen Falsifizierbarkeit von Erinnerungen. Ein schöneres Kompliment könnte man Karl Popper gar nicht nachrufen.
„Die Geschichte wird durch unsere zukünftigen Entdeckungen
beeinflusst.“
Lassen wir also Berufenere, aus Stanford, zu Wort kommen.
i

Erhard Oeser, * 1938 in Prag, lehrte in Freiburg/Br. und Wien, hier Philosophie und
Epistemologie. Autor. Emeritierter Vorstand der Karl Popper-Gesellschaft in
Wien. http://www.kli.ac.at/oeser
ii
Pepi Kramer-Glöckner (1874-1954), Wiener Volksschauspielerin u. a. zus. mit Hans
Moser. http://www.1133.at/document/view/id/138
iii
K. R.: von K. Popper aus dem logischen Positivismus entwickeltes erkenntnistheoretisches Programm, wonach Hypothesen und Theorien einer kritischen Prüfung,
vor allem auf deren grundsätzliche Falsifizierbarkeit hin, zu unterziehen sind.
Im „Popper-Kriterium“ wird gefordert, dass ein empirisch-wissenschaftliches
System an der Realität grundsätzlich auch scheitern können muss.
iv

Unterschrift Sir Karl:
EKG: AVR-Ableitung
Ludwig Prautzsch: Vor deinen Thron tret ich hiermit. Figuren und Symbole in den
letzten Werken Johann Sebastian Bachs. – Stuttgart: Hänssler 1980. (308 S.)
ISBN 3-7751-0484-4
vi
Karl R. Popper, John C. Eccles: The Self and Its Brain. – Berlin-London-NY, NY:
Springer international 1977. (597 pg.) ISBN 3-540-08307-3 – Dt. Ausgabe:
Das Ich und sein Gehirn. – München-Zürich: Piper 1982. (700 S.)
ISBN 3-492-02447-5
vii
Erhard Oeser, Franz Seitelberger: Gehirn, Bewusstsein und Erkenntnis. – Darmstadt:
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft 1988 (205 S.). ISBN 3-534-02532-6
viii
David J. Edmonds, John A. Eidinow: Wie Ludwig Wittgenstein Karl Popper mit dem
Feuerhaken drohte. Eine Ermittlung. – Deutsch: Fischer TB 15402/2003 (284 S.)
(Lizenzausgabe der Dt. Verlagsanstalt Stuttgart, 2001. ISBN 3-596-15402-2.
v
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Karl Popper is generally regarded as one of the greatest philosophers of science of the 20th century. He was also a social and
political philosopher of considerable stature, a self-professed ‘critical-rationalist’, a dedicated opponent of all forms of
scepticism, conventionalism, and relativism in science and in human affairs generally, a committed advocate and staunch
defender of the ‘Open Society’, and an implacable critic of totalitarianism in all of its forms. One of the many remarkable
features of Popper's thought is the scope of his intellectual influence. In the modern technological and highly-specialised
world scientists are rarely aware of the work of philosophers; it is virtually unprecedented to find them queuing up, as they
have done in Popper's case, to testify to the enormously practical beneficial impact which that philosophical work has had
upon their own. But notwithstanding the fact that he wrote on even the most technical matters with consummate clarity, the
scope of Popper's work is such that it is commonplace by now to find that commentators tend to deal with the
epistemological, scientific and social elements of his thought as if they were quite disparate and unconnected, and thus the
fundamental unity of his philosophical vision and method has to a large degree been dissipated. Here we will try to trace the
threads which interconnect the various elements of his philosophy, and which give it its fundamental unity.
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Life
Karl Raimund Popper was born on 28 July 1902 in Vienna, which at that time could make some claim to be the cultural
epicentre of the western world. His parents, who were of Jewish origin, brought him up in an atmosphere which he was later
to describe as ‘decidedly bookish’. His father was a lawyer by profession, but he also took a keen interest in the classics and

in philosophy, and communicated to his son an interest in social and political issues which he was to never lose. His mother
inculcated in him such a passion for music that for a time he seriously contemplated taking it up as a career, and indeed he
initially chose the history of music as a second subject for his Ph.D examination. Subsequently, his love for music became
one of the inspirational forces in the development of his thought, and manifested itself in his highly original interpretation of
the relationship between dogmatic and critical thinking, in his account of the distinction between objectivity and subjectivity,
and, most importantly, in the growth of his hostility towards all forms of historicism, including historicist ideas about the
nature of the ‘progressive’ in music. The young Karl attended the local Realgymnasium, where he was unhappy with the
standards of the teaching, and, after an illness which kept him at home for a number of months, he left to attend the
University of Vienna in 1918. However, he did not formally enrol at the University by taking the matriculation examination
for another four years. 1919 was in many respects the most important formative year of his intellectual life. In that year he
became heavily involved in left-wing politics, joined the Association of Socialist School Students, and became for a time a
Marxist. However, he was quickly disillusioned with the doctrinaire character of the latter, and soon abandoned it entirely.
He also discovered the psychoanalytic theories of Freud and Adler (under whose aegis he engaged briefly in social work with
deprived children), and listened entranced to a lecture which Einstein gave in Vienna on relativity theory. The dominance of
the critical spirit in Einstein, and its total absence in Marx, Freud and Adler, struck Popper as being of fundamental
importance: the latter, he came to think, couched their theories in terms which made them amenable only to confirmation,
while Einstein's theory, crucially, had testable implications which, if false, would have falsified the theory itself.
Popper obtained a primary school teaching diploma in 1925, took a Ph.D. in philosophy in 1928, and qualified to teach
mathematics and physics in secondary school in 1929. The dominant philosophical group in Vienna from its inception in
1928 was the Wiener Kreis, the circle of ‘scientifically-minded’ intellectuals who gathered around the figure of Moritz
Schlick. This included Rudolf Carnap, Otto Neurath, Viktor Kraft, Hans Hahn, and Herbert Feigl. The principal objective of
the members of the Circle was to unify the sciences, which carried with it, in their view, the need to eliminate metaphysics
once and for all by showing that metaphysical propositions are meaningless. Thus was born the movement in philosophy
known as logical positivism, and its chief tool became the verification principle. Although he was friendly with some of the
Circle's members - especially Feigl, who encouraged him to write his first book - and shared their esteem for science, Popper
was heavily critical of the main tenets of logical positivism, especially of what he considered to be its misplaced focus on the
theory of meaning in philosophy and upon verification in scientific methodology. He articulated his own view of science, and
his criticisms of the positivists, in his first work, published under the title Logik der Forschung in 1934. The book - which he
was later to claim rang the death knell for logical positivism - attracted more attention than Popper had anticipated, and he
was invited to lecture in England in 1935. He spent the next few years working productively on science and philosophy, but
storm clouds were gathering - the growth of Nazism in Germany and Austria compelled him, like many other intellectuals
who shared his Jewish origins, to leave his native country.
In 1937 Popper took up a position teaching philosophy at the University of Canterbury in New Zealand, where he was to
remain for the duration of the Second World War. The annexation of Austria in 1938 became the catalyst which prompted
him to refocus his writings on social and political philosophy. In 1946 he moved to England to teach at the London School of
Economics, and became professor of logic and scientific method at the University of London in 1949. From this point on
Popper's reputation and stature as a philosopher of science and social thinker grew enormously, and he continued to write
prolifically - a number of his works, particularly The Logic of Scientific Discovery (1959), are now universally recognised as
classics in the field. He was knighted in 1965, and retired from the University of London in 1969, though he remained active
as a writer, broadcaster and lecturer until his death in 1994. (For more detail on Popper's life, cf. his Unended Quest).
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Backdrop to his Thought
A number of biographical features may be identified as having a particular influence upon Popper's thought. In the first place,
his teenage flirtation with Marxism left him thoroughly familiar with the Marxist view of economics, class-war, and history.
Secondly, he was appalled by the failure of the democratic parties to stem the rising tide of fascism in his native Austria in
the 1920s and 1930s, and the effective welcome extended to it by the Marxists. The latter acted on the ideological grounds
that it constituted what they believed to be a necessary dialectical step towards the implosion of capitalism and the ultimate
revolutionary victory of communism. This was one factor which led to the much feared Anschluss, the annexation of Austria
by the German Reich, the anticipation of which forced Popper into permanent exile from his native country. The Poverty of
Historicism (1944) and The Open Society and Its Enemies (1945), his most impassioned and brilliant social works, are as a
consequence a powerful defence of democratic liberalism as a social and political philosophy, and a devastating critique of
the principal philosophical presuppositions underpinning all forms of totalitarianism. Thirdly, as we have seen, Popper was
profoundly impressed by the differences between the allegedly ‘scientific’ theories of Freud and Adler and the revolution
effected by Einstein's theory of relativity in physics in the first two decades of this century. The main difference between
them, as Popper saw it, was that while Einstein's theory was highly ‘risky’, in the sense that it was possible to deduce
consequences from it which were, in the light of the then dominant Newtonian physics, highly improbable (e.g. that light is
deflected towards solid bodies - confirmed by Eddington's experiments in 1919), and which would, if they turned out to be
false, falsify the whole theory, nothing could, even in principle, falsify psychoanalytic theories. These latter, Popper came to
feel, have more in common with primitive myths than with genuine science. That is to say, he saw that what is apparently the
chief source of strength of psychoanalysis, and the principal basis on which its claim to scientific status is grounded, viz. its
capability to accommodate, and explain, every possible form of human behaviour, is in fact a critical weakness, for it entails
that it is not, and could not be, genuinely predictive. Psychoanalytic theories by their nature are insufficiently precise to have
negative implications, and so are immunised from experiential falsification.

The Marxist account of history too, Popper held, is not scientific, although it differs in certain crucial respects from
psychoanalysis. For Marxism, Popper believed, had been initially scientific, in that Marx had postulated a theory which was
genuinely predictive. However, when these predictions were not in fact borne out, the theory was saved from falsification by
the addition of ad hoc hypotheses which made it compatible with the facts. By this means, Popper asserted, a theory which
was initially genuinely scientific degenerated into pseudo-scientific dogma.
These factors combined to make Popper take falsifiability as his criterion for demarcating science from non-science: if a
theory is incompatible with possible empirical observations it is scientific; conversely, a theory which is compatible with all
such observations, either because, as in the case of Marxism, it has been modified solely to accommodate such observations,
or because, as in the case of psychoanalytic theories, it is consistent with all possible observations, is unscientific. For
Popper, however, to assert that a theory is unscientific, is not necessarily to hold that it is unenlightening, still less that it is
meaningless, for it sometimes happens that a theory which is unscientific (because it is unfalsifiable) at a given time may
become falsifiable, and thus scientific, with the development of technology, or with the further articulation and refinement of
the theory. Further, even purely mythogenic explanations have performed a valuable function in the past in expediting our
understanding of the nature of reality.
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The Problem of Demarcation
As Popper represents it, the central problem in the philosophy of science is that of demarcation, i.e. of distinguishing between
science and what he terms ‘non-science’, under which heading he ranks, amongst others, logic, metaphysics, psychoanalysis,
and Adler's individual psychology. Popper is unusual amongst contemporary philosophers in that he accepts the validity of
the Humean critique of induction, and indeed, goes beyond it in arguing that induction is never actually used by the scientist.
However, he does not concede that this entails the scepticism which is associated with Hume, and argues that the
Baconian/Newtonian insistence on the primacy of ‘pure’ observation, as the initial step in the formation of theories, is
completely misguided: all observation is selective and theory-laden - there are no pure or theory-free observations. In this
way he destabilises the traditional view that science can be distinguished from non-science on the basis of its inductive
methodology; in contradistinction to this, Popper holds that there is no unique methodology specific to science. Science, like
virtually every other human, and indeed organic, activity, Popper believes, consists largely of problem-solving.
Popper, then, repudiates induction, and rejects the view that it is the characteristic method of scientific investigation and
inference, and substitutes falsifiability in its place. It is easy, he argues, to obtain evidence in favour of virtually any theory,
and he consequently holds that such ‘corroboration’, as he terms it, should count scientifically only if it is the positive result
of a genuinely ‘risky’ prediction, which might conceivably have been false. For Popper, a theory is scientific only if it is
refutable by a conceivable event. Every genuine test of a scientific theory, then, is logically an attempt to refute or to falsify
it, and one genuine counter-instance falsifies the whole theory. In a critical sense, Popper's theory of demarcation is based
upon his perception of the logical asymmetry which holds between verification and falsification: it is logically impossible to
conclusively verify a universal proposition by reference to experience (as Hume saw clearly), but a single counter-instance
conclusively falsifies the corresponding universal law. In a word, an exception, far from ‘proving’ a rule, conclusively refutes
it.
Every genuine scientific theory then, in Popper's view, is prohibitive, in the sense that it forbids, by implication, particular
events or occurrences. As such it can be tested and falsified, but never logically verified. Thus Popper stresses that it should
not be inferred from the fact that a theory has withstood the most rigorous testing, for however long a period of time, that it
has been verified; rather we should recognise that such a theory has received a high measure of corroboration. and may be
provisionally retained as the best available theory until it is finally falsified (if indeed it is ever falsified), and/or is superseded
by a better theory.
Popper has always drawn a clear distinction between the logic of falsifiability and its applied methodology. The logic of his
theory is utterly simple: if a single ferrous metal is unaffected by a magnetic field it cannot be the case that all ferrous metals
are affected by magnetic fields. Logically speaking, a scientific law is conclusively falsifiable although it is not conclusively
verifiable. Methodologically, however, the situation is much more complex: no observation is free from the possibility of
error - consequently we may question whether our experimental result was what it appeared to be.
Thus, while advocating falsifiability as the criterion of demarcation for science, Popper explicitly allows for the fact that in
practice a single conflicting or counter-instance is never sufficient methodologically to falsify a theory, and that scientific
theories are often retained even though much of the available evidence conflicts with them, or is anomalous with respect to
them. Scientific theories may, and do, arise genetically in many different ways, and the manner in which a particular scientist
comes to formulate a particular theory may be of biographical interest, but it is of no consequence as far as the philosophy of
science is concerned. Popper stresses in particular that there is no unique way, no single method such as induction, which
functions as the route to scientific theory, a view which Einstein personally endorsed with his affirmation that ‘There is no
logical path leading to [the highly universal laws of science]. They can only be reached by intuition, based upon something
like an intellectual love of the objects of experience’. Science, in Popper's view, starts with problems rather than with
observations - it is, indeed, precisely in the context of grappling with a problem that the scientist makes observations in the
first instance: his observations are selectively designed to test the extent to which a given theory functions as a satisfactory
solution to a given problem.

On this criterion of demarcation physics, chemistry, and (non-introspective) psychology, amongst others, are sciences,
psychoanalysis is a pre-science (i.e. it undoubtedly contains useful and informative truths, but until such time as
psychoanalytical theories can be formulated in such a manner as to be falsifiable, they will not attain the status of scientific
theories), and astrology and phrenology are pseudo-sciences. Formally, then, Popper's theory of demarcation may be
articulated as follows: where a ‘basic statement’ is to be understood as a particular observation-report, then we may say that a
theory is scientific if and only if it divides the class of basic statements into the following two non-empty sub-classes: (a) the
class of all those basic statements with which it is inconsistent, or which it prohibits - this is the class of its potential falsifiers
(i.e. those statements which, if true, falsify the whole theory), and (b) the class of those basic statements with which it is
consistent, or which it permits (i.e. those statements which, if true, corroborate it, or bear it out).
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The Growth of Human Knowledge
For Popper accordingly, the growth of human knowledge proceeds from our problems and from our attempts to solve them.
These attempts involve the formulation of theories which, if they are to exp lain anomalies which exist with respect to earlier
theories, must go beyond existing knowledge and therefore require a leap of the imagination. For this reason, Popper places
special emphasis on the role played by the independent creative imagination in the formulation of theory. The centrality and
priority of problems in Popper's account of science is paramount, and it is this which leads him to characterise scientists as
‘problem-solvers’. Further, since the scientist begins with problems rather than with observations or ‘bare facts’, Popper
argues that the only logical technique which is an integral part of scientific method is that of the deductive testing of theories
which are not themselves the product of any logical operation. In this deductive procedure conclusions are inferred from a
tentative hypothesis. These conclusions are then compared with one another and with other relevant statements to determine
whether they falsify or corroborate the hypothesis. Such conclusions are not directly compared with the facts, Popper
stresses, simply because there are no ‘pure’ facts available; all observation-statements are theory-laden, and are as much a
function of purely subjective factors (interests, expectations, wishes, etc.) as they are a function of what is objectively real.
How then does the deductive procedure work? Popper specifies four steps:
(a) The first is formal, a testing of the internal consistency of the theoretical system to see if it involves
any contradictions.
(b) The second step is semi-formal, the axiomatising of the theory to distinguish between its empirical
and its logical elements. In performing this step the scientist makes the logical form of the theory explicit.
Failure to do this can lead to category-mistakes - the scientist ends up asking the wrong questions, and
searches for empirical data where none are available. Most scientific theories contain analytic (i.e. a
priori) and synthetic elements, and it is necessary to axiomatise them in order to distinguish the two
clearly.
(c) The third step is the comparing of the new theory with existing ones to determine whether it
constitutes an advance upon them. If it does not constitute such an advance, it will not be adopted. If, on
the other hand, its explanatory success matches that of the existing theories, and additionally, it explains
some hitherto anomalous phenomenon, or solves some hitherto unsolvable problems, it will be deemed to
constitute an advance upon the existing theories, and will be adopted. Thus science involves theoretical
progress. However, Popper stresses that we ascertain whether one theory is better than another by
deductively testing both theories, rather than by induction. For this reason, he argues that a theory is
deemed to be better than another if (while unfalsified) it has greater empirical content, and therefore
greater predictive power than its rival. The classic illustration of this in physics was the replacement of
Newton's theory of universal gravitation by Einstein's theory of relativity. This elucidates the nature of
science as Popper sees it: at any given time there will be a number of conflicting theories or conjectures,
some of which will explain more than others. The latter will consequently be provisionally adopted. In
short, for Popper any theory X is better than a ‘rival’ theory Y if X has greater empirical content, and
hence greater predictive power, than Y.
(d) The fourth and final step is the testing of a theory by the empirical application of the conclusions
derived from it. If such conclusions are shown to be true, the theory is corroborated (but never verified).
If the conclusion is shown to be false, then this is taken as a signal that the theory cannot be completely
correct (logically the theory is falsified), and the scientist begins his quest for a better theory. He does
not, however, abandon the present theory until such time as he has a better one to substitute for it. More
precisely, the method of theory-testing is as follows: certain singular propositions are deduced from the
new theory - these are predictions, and of special interest are those predictions which are ‘risky’ (in the
sense of being intuitively implausible or of being startlingly novel) and experimentally testable. From
amongst the latter the scientist next selects those which are not derivable from the current or existing
theory - of particular importance are those which contradict the current or existing theory. He then seeks
a decision as regards these and other derived statements by comparing them with the results of practical
applications and experimentation. If the new predictions are borne out, then the new theory is
corroborated (and the old one falsified), and is adopted as a working hypothesis. If the predictions are

not borne out, then they falsify the theory from which they are derived. Thus Popper retains an element of
empiricism: for him scientific method does involve making an appeal to experience. But unlike
traditional empiricists, Popper holds that experience cannot determine theory (i.e. we do not argue or
infer from observation to theory), it rather delimits it: it shows which theories are false, not which
theories are true. Moreover, Popper also rejects the empiricist doctrine that empirical observations are, or
can be, infallible, in view of the fact that they are themselves theory-laden.
The general picture of Popper's philosophy of science, then is this: Hume's philosophy demonstrates that there is a
contradiction implicit in traditional empiricism, which holds both that all knowledge is derived from experience and that
universal propositions (including scientific laws) are verifiable by reference to experience. The contradiction, which Hume
himself saw clearly, derives from the attempt to show that, notwithstanding the open-ended nature of experience, scientific
laws may be construed as empirical generalisations which are in some way finally confirmable by a ‘positive’ experience.
Popper eliminates the contradiction by rejecting the first of these principles and removing the demand for empirical
verification in favour of empirical falsification in the second. Scientific theories, for him, are not inductively inferred from
experience, nor is scientific experimentation carried out with a view to verifying or finally establishing the truth of theories;
rather, all knowledge is provisional, conjectural, hypothetical - we can never finally prove our scientific theories, we can
merely (provisionally) confirm or (conclusively) refute them; hence at any given time we have to choose between the
potentially infinite number of theories which will explain the set of phenomena under investigation. Faced with this choice,
we can only eliminate those theories which are demonstrably false, and rationally choose between the remaining, unfalsified
theories. Hence Popper's emphasis on the importance of the critical spirit to science - for him critical thinking is the very
essence of rationality. For it is only by critical thought that we can eliminate false theories, and determine which of the
remaining theories is the best available one, in the sense of possessing the highest level of explanatory force and predictive
power. It is precisely this kind of critical thinking which is conspicuous by its absence in contemporary Marxism and in
psychoanalysis.
[Return to Section Headings]
Probability, Knowledge and Verisimilitude
In the view of many social scientists, the more probable a theory is, the better it is, and if we have to choose between two
theories which are equally strong in terms of their explanatory power, and differ only in that one is probable and the other is
improbable, then we should choose the former. Popper rejects this. Science, or to be precise, the working scientist, is
interested, in Popper's view, in theories with a high informative content, because such theories possess a high predictive
power and are consequently highly testable. But if this is true, Popper argues, then, paradoxical as it may sound, the more
improbable a theory is the better it is scientifically, because the probability and informative content of a theory vary inversely
- the higher the informative content of a theory the lower will be its probability, for the more information a statement
contains, the greater will be the number of ways in which it may turn out to be false. Thus the statements which are of special
interest to the scientist are those with a high informative content and (consequentially) a low probability, which nevertheless
come close to the truth. Informative content, which is in inverse proportion to probability, is in direct proportion to testability.
Consequently the severity of the test to which a theory can be subjected, and by means of which it is falsified or corroborated,
is all-important.
For Popper, all scientific criticism must be piecemeal, i.e. he holds that it is not possible to question every aspect of a theory
at once. More precisely, while attempting to resolve a particular problem a scientist of necessity accepts all kinds of things as
unproblematic. These things constitute what Popper terms the ‘background knowledge’. However, he stresses that the
background knowledge is not knowledge in the sense of being conclusively established; it may be challenged at any time,
especially if it is suspected that its uncritical acceptance may be responsible for difficulties which are subsequently
encountered. Nevertheless, it is clearly not possible to question both the theory and the background knowledge at the same
time (e.g. in conducting an experiment the scientist of necessity assumes that the apparatus used is in working order).
How then can one be certain that one is questioning the right thing? The Popperian answer is that we cannot have absolute
certainty here, but repeated tests usually show where the trouble lies. Even observation statements, Popper maintains, are
fallible, and science in his view is not a quest for certain knowledge, but an evolutionary process in which hypotheses or
conjectures are imaginatively proposed and tested in order to explain facts or to solve problems. Popper emphasises both the
importance of questioning the background knowledge when the need arises, and the significance of the fact that observationstatements are theory-laden, and hence fallible. For while falsifiability is simple as a logical principle, in practice it is
exceedingly complicated - no single observation can ever be taken to falsify a theory, for there is always the possibility (a)
that the observation itself is mistaken, or (b) that the assumed background knowledge is faulty or defective.
Popper was initially uneasy with the concept of truth, and in his earliest writings he avoided asserting that a theory which is
corroborated is true - for clearly if every theory is an open-ended hypothesis, as he maintains, then ipso facto it has to be at
least potentially false. For this reason Popper restricted himself to the contention that a theory which is falsified is false and is
known to be such, and that a theory which replaces a falsified theory (because it has a higher empirical content than the latter,
and explains what has falsified it) is a ‘better theory’ than its predecessor. However, he came to accept Tarski's reformulation
of the correspondence theory of truth, and in Conjectures and Refutations (1963) he integrated the concepts of truth and
content to frame the metalogical concept of ‘truthlikeness’ or ‘verisimilitude’. A ‘good’ scientific theory, Popper thus argued,
has a higher level of verisimilitude than its rivals, and he explicated this concept by reference to the logical consequences of

theories. A theory's content is the totality of its logical consequences, which can be divided into two classes: there is the
‘truth-content’ of a theory, which is the class of true propositions which may be derived from it, on the one hand, and the
‘falsity-content’ of a theory, on the other hand, which is the class of the theory's false consequences (this latter class may of
course be empty, and in the case of a theory which is true is necessarily empty).
Popper offered two methods of comparing theories in terms of verisimilitude, the qualitative and quantitative definitions. On
the qualitative account, Popper asserted:
Assuming that the truth-content and the falsity-content of two theories t 1 and t 2 are comparable, we can
say that t 2 is more closely similar to the truth, or corresponds better to the facts, than t 1, if and only if
either:
(a) the truth-content but not the falsity-content of t 2 exceeds that of t 1, or
(b) the falsity-content of t 1, but not its truth-content, exceeds that of t 2. (Conjectures and Refutations,
233).
Here, verisimilitude is defined in terms of subclass relationships: t 2 has a higher level of verisimilitude than t 1 if and only if
their truth- and falsity-contents are comparable through subclass relationships, and either (a) t 2's truth-content includes t 1's
and t 2's falsity-content, if it exists, is included in, or is the same as, t 1's, or (b) t 2's truth-content includes or is the same as t 1's
and t 2's falsity-content, if it exists, is included in t 1's.
On the quantitative account, verisimilitude is defined by assigning quantities to contents, where the index of the content of a
given theory is its logical improbability (given again that content and probability vary inversely). Formally, then, Popper
defines the quantitative verisimilitude which a statement ‘a’ possesses by means of a formula:
Vs(a)=Ct T(a) - Ct F(a),
where Vs(a) represents the verisimilitude of ‘a’, Ct T(a) is a measure of the truth-content of ‘a’, and Ct F(a) is a measure of its
falsity-content.
The utilisation of either method of computing verisimilitude shows, Popper held, that even if a theory t 2 with a higher content
than a rival theory t 1 is subsequently falsified, it can still legitimately be regarded as a better theory than t 1, and ‘better’ is
here now understood to mean t 2 is closer to the truth than t 1. Thus scientific progress involves, on this view, the abandonment
of partially true, but falsified, theories, for theories with a higher level of verisimilitude, i.e., which approach more closely to
the truth. In this way, verisimilitude allowed Popper to mitigate what many saw as the pessimism of an anti-inductivist
philosophy of science which held that most, if not all scientific theories are false, and that a true theory, even if discovered,
could not be known to be such. With the introduction of the new concept, Popper was able to represent this as an essentially
optimistic position in terms of which we can legitimately be said to have reason to believe that science makes progress
towards the truth through the falsification and corroboration of theories. Scientific progress, in other words, could now be
represented as progress towards the truth, and experimental corroboration could be seen an indicator of verisimilitude.
However, in the 1970's a series of papers published by researchers such as Miller, Tichý, and Grünbaum in particular
revealed fundamental defects in Popper's formal definitions of verisimilitude. The significance of this work was that
verisimilitude is largely important in Popper's system because of its application to theories which are known to be false. In
this connection, Popper had written:
Ultimately, the idea of verisimilitude is most important in cases where we know that we have to work
with theories which are at best approximations—that is to say, theories of which we know that they
cannot be true. (This is often the case in the social sciences). In these cases we can still speak of better or
worse approximations to the truth (and we therefore do not need to interpret these cases in an
instrumentalist sense). (Conjectures and Refutations, 235).
For these reasons, the deficiencies discovered by the critics in Popper's formal definitions were seen by many as devastating,
precisely because the most significant of these related to the levels of verisimilitude of false theories. In 1974, Miller and
Tichý, working independently of each other, demonstrated that the conditions specified by Popper in his accounts of both
qualitative and quantitative verisimilitude for comparing the truth- and falsity-contents of theories can be satisfied only when
the theories are true. In the crucially important case of false theories, however, Popper's definitions are formally defective.
For while Popper had believed that verisimilitude intersected positively with his account of corroboration, in the sense that he
viewed an improbable theory which had withstood critical testing as one the truth-content of which is great relative to rival
theories, while its falsity-content (if it exists) would be relatively low, Miller and Tichý proved, on the contrary, that in the
case of a false theory t 2which has excess content over a rival theory false t 1both the truth-content and the falsity-content of
t 2will exceed that of t 1. With respect to theories which are false, therefore, Popper's conditions for comparing levels of
verisimilitude, whether in quantitative and qualitative terms, can never be met.

Commentators on Popper, with few exceptions, had initially attached little importance to his theory of verisimilitude.
However, after the failure of Popper's definitions in 1974, some critics came to see it as central to his philosophy of science,
and consequentially held that the whole edifice of the latter had been subverted. For his part, Popper's response was two-fold.
In the first place, while acknowledging the deficiencies in his own formal account ("my main mistake was my failure to see at
once that … if the content of a false statement a exceeds that of a statement b, then the truth-content of a exceeds the truthcontent of b, and the same holds of their falsity-contents", Objective Knowledge, 371), Popper argued that "I do think that we
should not conclude from the failure of my attempts to solve the problem [of defining verisimilitude] that the problem cannot
be solved" (Objective Knowledge, 372), a point of view which was to precipitate more than two decades of important
technical research in this field. At another, more fundamental level, he moved the task of formally defining the concept from
centre-stage in his philosophy of science, by protesting that he had never intended to imply "that degrees of verisimilitude ...
can ever be numerically determined, except in certain limiting cases" (Objective Knowledge, 59), and arguing instead that the
chief value of the concept is heuristic and intuitive, in which the absence of an adequate formal definition is not an
insuperable impediment to its utilisation in the actual appraisal of theories relativised to problems in which we have an
interest. The thrust of the latter strategy seems to many to genuinely reflect the significance of the concept of verisimilitude
in Popper's system, but it has not satisfied all of his critics.
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Social and Political Thought -- The Critique of Historicism and Holism
Given Popper's personal history and background, it is hardly surprising that he developed a deep and abiding interest in social
and political philosophy. However, it is worth emphasising that his angle of approach to these fields is through a
consideration of the nature of the social sciences which seek to describe and explicate them systematically, particularly
history. It is in this context that he offers an account of the nature of scientific prediction, which in turn allows him a point of
departure for his attack upon totalitarianism and all its intellectual supports, especially holism and historicism. In this context
holism is to be understood as the view that human social groupings are greater than the sum of their members, that such
groupings are ‘organic’ entities in their own right, that they act on their human members and shape their destinies, and that
they are subject to their own independent laws of development. Historicism, which is closely associated with holism, is the
belief that history develops inexorably and necessarily according to certain principles or rules towards a determinate end (as
for example in the dialectic of Hegel, which was adopted and implemented by Marx). The link between holism and
historicism is that the holist believes that individuals are essentially formed by the social groupings to which they belong,
while the historicist - who is usually also a holist - holds that we can understand such a social grouping only in terms of the
internal principles which determine its development.
These beliefs lead to what Popper calls ‘The Historicist Doctrine of the Social Sciences’, the views (a) that the principal task
of the social sciences is to make predictions about the social and political development of man, and (b) that the task of
politics, once the key predictions have been made, is, in Marx's words, to lessen the ‘birth pangs’ of future social and political
developments. Popper thinks that this view of the social sciences is both theoretically misconceived (in the sense of being
based upon a view of natural science and its methodology which is totally wrong), and socially dangerous, as it leads
inevitably to totalitarianism and authoritarianism - to centralised governmental control of the individual and the attempted
imposition of large-scale social planning. Against this Popper strongly advances the view that any human social grouping is
no more (or less) than the sum of its individual members, that what happens in history is the (largely unplanned and
unforeseeable) result of the actions of such individuals, and that large scale social planning to an antecedently conceived
blueprint is inherently misconceived - and inevitably disastrous - precisely because human actions have consequences which
cannot be foreseen. Popper, then, is an historical indeterminist, insofar as he holds that history does not evolve in accordance
with intrinsic laws or principles, that in the absence of such laws and principles unconditional prediction in the social
sciences is an impossibility, and that there is no such thing as historical necessity.
The link between Popper's theory of knowledge and his social philosophy is his fallibilism - just as we make theoretical
progress in science by deliberately subjecting our theories to critical scrutiny, and abandoning those which have been
falsified, so too, Popper holds, the critical spirit can and should be sustained at the social level. More specifically, the open
society can be brought about only if it is possible for the individual citizen to evaluate critically the consequences of the
implementation of government policies, which can then be abandoned or modified in the light of such critical scrutiny - in
such a society, the rights of the individual to criticise administrative policies will be formally safeguarded and upheld,
undesirable policies will be eliminated in a manner analogous to the elimination of falsified scientific theories, and
differences between people on social policy will be resolved by critical discussion and argument rather than by force. The
open society as thus conceived of by Popper may be defined as ‘an association of free individuals respecting each other's
rights within the framework of mutual protection supplied by the state, and achieving, through the making of responsible,
rational decisions, a growing measure of humane and enlightened life’ (Levinson, R.B. In Defense of Plato, 17). As such,
Popper holds, it is not a utopian ideal, but an empirically realised form of social organisation which, he argues, is in every
respect superior to its (real or potential) totalitarian rivals. But he does not engage in a moral defence of the ideology of
liberalism; rather his strategy is the much deeper one of showing that totalitarianism is typically based upon historicist and
holist presuppositions, and of demonstrating that these presuppositions are fundamentally incoherent.
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Scientific Knowledge, History, and Prediction

At a very general level, Popper argues that historicism and holism have their origins in what he terms ‘one of the oldest
dreams of mankind - the dream of prophecy, the idea that we can know what the future has in store for us, and that we can
profit from such knowledge by adjusting our policy to it.’ (Conjectures and Refutations, 338). This dream was given further
impetus, he speculates, by the emergence of a genuine predictive capability regarding such events as solar and lunar eclipses
at an early stage in human civilisation, which has of course become increasingly refined with the development of the natural
sciences and their concomitant technologies. The kind of reasoning which has made, and continues to make, historicism
plausible may, on this account, be reconstructed as follows: if the application of the laws of the natural sciences can lead to
the successful prediction of such future events as eclipses, then surely it is reasonable to infer that knowledge of the laws of
history as yielded by a social science or sciences (assuming that such laws exist) would lead to the successful prediction of
such future social phenomena as revolutions? Why should it be possible to predict an eclipse, but not a revolution? Why can
we not conceive of a social science which could and would function as the theoretical natural sciences function, and yield
precise unconditional predictions in the appropriate sphere of application? These are amongst the questions which Popper
seeks to answer, and in doing so, to show that they are based upon a series of misconceptions about the nature of science, and
about the relationship between scientific laws and scientific prediction.
His first argument may be summarised as follows: in relation to the critically important concept of prediction, Popper makes
a distinction between what he terms ‘conditional scientific predictions’, which have the form ‘If X takes place, then Y will
take place’, and ‘unconditional scientific prophecies’, which have the form ‘Y will take place’. Contrary to popular belief, it
is the former rather than the latter which are typical of the natural sciences, which means that typically prediction in natural
science is conditional and limited in scope - it takes the form of hypothetical assertions stating that certain specified changes
will come about if particular specified events antecedently take place. This is not to deny that ‘unconditional scientific
prophecies’, such as the prediction of eclipses, for example, do take place in science, and that the theoretical natural sciences
make them possible. However, Popper argues that (a) these unconditional prophecies are not characteristic of the natural
sciences, and (b) that the mechanism whereby they occur, in the very limited way in which they do, is not understood by the
historicist.
What is the mechanism which makes unconditional scientific prophecies possible? The answer is that such prophecies can
sometimes be derived from a combination of conditional predictions (themselves derived from scientific laws) and existential
statements specifying that the conditions in relation to the system being investigated are fulfilled. Schematically, this can be
represented as follows:
[C.P. + E.S.]=U.P.
where C.P.=Conditional Prediction; E.S.=Existential Statement; U.P.=Unconditional Prophecy. The most common examples
of unconditional scientific prophecies in science relate to the prediction of such phenomena as lunar and solar eclipses and
comets.
Given, then, that this is the mechanism which generates unconditional scientific prophecies, Popper makes two related claims
about historicism: (a) That the historicist does not in fact derive his unconditional scientific prophecies in this manner from
conditional predictions, and (b) the historicist cannot do so because long-term unconditional scientific prophecies can be
derived from conditional predictions only if they apply to systems which are well-isolated, stationary, and recurrent (like our
solar system). Such systems are quite rare in nature, and human society is most emphatically not one of them.
This, then, Popper argues, is the reason why it is a fundamental mistake for the historicist to take the unconditional scientific
prophecies of eclipses as being typical and characteristic of the predictions of natural science - in fact such predictions are
possible only because our solar system is a stationary and repetitive system which is isolated from other such systems by
immense expanses of empty space. The solar system aside, there are very few such systems around for scientific investigation
- most of the others are confined to the field of biology, where unconditional prophecies about the life-cycles of organisms
are made possible by the existence of precisely the same factors. Thus one of the fallacies committed by the historicist is to
take the (relatively rare) instances of unconditional prophecies in the natural science as constituting the essence of what
scientific prediction is, to fail to see that such prophecies apply only to systems which are isolated, stationary, and repetitive,
and to seek to apply the method of scientific prophecy to human society and human history. The latter, of course, is not an
isolated system (in fact it's not a system at all), it is constantly changing, and it continually undergoes rapid, non-repetitive
development. In the most fundamental sense possible, every event in human history is discrete, novel, quite unique, and
ontologically distinct from every other historical event. For this reason, it is impossible in principle that unconditional
scientific prophecies could be made in relation to human history - the idea that the successful unconditional prediction of
eclipses provides us with reasonable grounds for the hope of successful unconditional prediction regarding the evolution of
human history turns out to be based upon a gross misconception, and is quite false. As Popper himself concludes, "The fact
that we predict eclipses does not, therefore, provide a valid reason for expecting that we can predict revolutions."
(Conjectures and Refutations, 340).
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Immutable Laws and Contingent Trends
This argument is one of the strongest that has ever been brought against historicism, cutting, as it does, right to the heart of
one of its main theoretical presuppositions. However, it is not Popper's only argument against it. An additional mistake which

he detects in historicism is the failure of the historicist to distinguish between scientific laws and trends, which is also
frequently accompanied by a simple logical fallacy. The fallacy is that of inferring from the fact that our understanding of any
(past) historical event - such as, for example, the French Revolution - is in direct proportion to our knowledge of the
antecedent conditions which led to that event, that knowledge of all the antecedent conditions of some future event is
possible, and that such knowledge would make that future event precisely predictable. For the truth is that the number of
factors which predate and lead to the occurrence of any event, past, present, or future, is indefinitely large, and therefore
knowledge of all of these factors is impossible, even in principle. What gives rise to the fallacy is the manner in which the
historian (necessarily) selectively isolates a finite number of the antecedent conditions of some past event as being of
particular importance, which are then somewhat misleadingly termed ‘the causes’ of that event, when in fact what this means
is that they are the specific conditions which a particular historian or group of historians take to be more relevant than any
other of the indefinitely large number of such conditions (for this reason, most historical debates range over the question as to
whether the conditions thus specified are the right ones). While this kind of selectivity may be justifiable in relation to the
treatment of any past event, it has no basis whatsoever in relation to the future - if we now select, as Marx did, the ‘relevant’
antecedent conditions for some future event, the likelihood is that we will select wrongly.
The historicist's failure to distinguish between scientific laws and trends is equally destructive of his cause. This failure
makes him think it possible to explain change by discovering trends running through past history, and to anticipate and
predict future occurrences on the basis of such observations. Here Popper points out that there is a critical difference between
a trend and a scientific law, the failure to observe which is fatal. For a scientific law is universal in form, while a trend can be
expressed only as a singular existential statement. This logical difference is crucial because unconditional predictions, as we
have already seen, can be based only upon conditional ones, which themselves must be derived from scientific laws. Neither
conditional nor unconditional predictions can be based upon trends, because these may change or be reversed with a change
in the conditions which gave rise to them in the first instance. As Popper puts it, there can be no doubt that "the habit of
confusing trends with laws, together with the intuitive observation of trends such as technical progress, inspired the central
doctrines of ... historicism." (The Poverty of Historicism, 116). Popper does not, of course, dispute the existence of trends, nor
does he deny that the observation of trends can be of practical utility value - but the essential point is that a trend is something
which itself ultimately stands in need of scientific explanation, and it cannot therefore function as the frame of reference in
terms of which anything else can be scientifically explained or predicted.
A point which connects with this has to do with the role which the evolution of human knowledge has played in the historical
development of human society. It is incontestable that, as Marx himself observed, there has been a causal link between the
two, in the sense that advances in scientific and technological knowledge have given rise to widespread global changes in
patterns of human social organisation and social interaction, which in turn have led to social structures (e.g. educational
systems) which further growth in human knowledge. In short, the evolution of human history has been strongly influenced by
the growth of human knowledge, and it is extremely likely that this will continue to be the case - all the empirical evidence
suggests that the link between the two is progressively consolidating. However, this gives rise to further problems for the
historicist. In the first place, the statement that ‘if there is such a thing as growing human knowledge, then we cannot
anticipate today what we shall know only tomorrow’ is, Popper holds, intuitively highly plausible. Moreover, he argues, it is
logically demonstrable by a consideration of the implications of the fact that no scientific predictor, human or otherwise, can
possibly predict, by scientific methods, its own future results. From this it follows, he holds, that ‘no society can predict,
scientifically, its own future states of knowledge’. (The Poverty of Historicism, vii). Thus, while the future evolution of
human history is extremely likely to be influenced by new developments in human knowledge, as it always has in the past,
we cannot now scientifically determine what such knowledge will be. From this it follows that if the future holds any new
discoveries or any new developments in the growth of our knowledge (and given the fallible nature of the latter, it is
inconceivable that it does not), then it is impossible for us to predict them now, and it is therefore impossible for us to predict
the future development of human history now, given that the latter will, at least in part, be determined by the future growth of
our knowledge. Thus once again historicism collapses - the dream of a theoretical, predictive science of history is
unrealisable, because it is an impossible dream.
Popper's arguments against holism, and in particular his arguments against the propriety of large-scale planning of social
structures, are interconnected with his demonstration of the logical shortcomings of the presuppositions of historicism. Such
planning (which actually took place, of course, in the USSR, in China, and in Cambodia, for example, under totalitarian
regimes which accepted forms of historicism and holism), Popper points out, is necessarily structured in the light of the
predictions which have been made about future history on the basis of the so-called ‘laws’ which historicists such as Marx
and Mao claimed to have discovered in relation to human history. Accordingly, recognition that there are no such laws, and
that unconditional predictions about future history are based, at best, upon nothing more substantial than the observation of
contingent trends, shows that, from a purely theoretical as well as a practical point of view, large-scale social planning is
indeed a recipe for disaster. In summary, unconditional large-scale planning for the future is theoretically as well as
practically misguided, because, again, part of what we are planning for is our future knowledge, and our future knowledge is
not something which we can in principle now possess - we cannot adequately plan for unexpected advances in our future
knowledge, or for the effects which such advances will have upon society as a whole. The acceptance of historical
indeterminism, then, as the only philosophy of history which is commensurate with a proper understanding of the nature of
scientific knowledge, fatally undermines both historicism and holism.
Popper's critique of both historicism and holism is balanced, on the positive side, by his strong defence of the open society,
the view, again, that a society is equivalent to the sum of its members, that the actions of the members of society serve to
fashion and to shape it, not conversely, and that the social consequences of intentional actions are very often, and very

largely, unintentional. This is why Popper himself advocates what he (rather unfortunately) terms ‘piecemeal social
engineering’ as the central mechanism for social planning - for in utilising this mechanism intentional actions are directed to
the achievement of one specific goal at a time, which makes it possible to monitor the situation to determine whether adverse
unintended effects of intentional actions occur, in order to correct and readjust when this proves necessary. This, of course,
parallels precisely the critical testing of theories in scientific investigation. This approach to social planning (which is
explicitly based upon the premise that we do not, because we cannot, know what the future will be like) encourages attempts
to put right what is problematic in society - generally-acknowledged social ills - rather than attempts to impose some
preconceived idea of the ‘good’ upon society as a whole. For this reason, in a genuinely open society piecemeal social
engineering goes hand-in-hand for Popper with negative utilitarianism (the attempt to minimise the amount of misery, rather
than, as with positive utilitarianism, the attempt to maximise the amount of happiness). The state, he holds, should concern
itself with the task of progressively formulating and implementing policies designed to deal with the social problems which
actually confront it, with the goal of eliminating human misery and suffering to the highest possible degree. The positive task
of increasing social and personal happiness, by contrast, can and should be should be left to individual citizens (who may, of
course, act collectively to this end), who, unlike the state, have at least a chance of achieving this goal, but who in a free
society are rarely in a position to systematically subvert the rights of others in the pursuit of idealised objectives. Thus in the
final analysis for Popper the activity of problem-solving is as definitive of our humanity at the level of social and political
organisation as it is at the level of science, and it is this key insight which unifies and integrates the broad spectrum of his
thought.
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Critical Evaluation
While it cannot be said that Popper was a modest man, he took criticism of his theories very seriously, and spent much of his
time in his later years endeavouring to show that such criticisms were either based upon misunderstandings, or that his
theories could, without loss of integrity, be made compatible with new and important insights (such as Kuhn's distinction
between normal and revolutionary science). The following is a summary of some of the main criticisms which he has had to
address.
1. Popper professes to be anti-conventionalist, and his commitment to the correspondence theory of truth places him firmly
within the realist's camp. Yet, following Kant, he strongly repudiates the positivist/empiricist view that basic statements (i.e.
present-tense observation statements about sense-data) are infallible, and argues convincingly that such basic statements are
not mere ‘reports’ of passively registered sensations. Rather they are descriptions of what is observed as interpreted by the
observer with reference to a determinate theoretical framework. This is why Popper repeatedly emphasises that basic
statements are not infallible, and it indicates what he means when he says that they are ‘theory laden’ - perception itself is an
active process, in which the mind assimilates data by reference to an assumed theoretical backdrop. He accordingly asserts
that basic statements themselves are open-ended hypotheses: they have a certain causal relationship with experience, but they
are not determined by experience, and they cannot be verified or confirmed by experience. However, this poses a difficulty
regarding the consistency of Popper's theory: if a theory X is to be genuinely testable (and so scientific) it must be possible to
determine whether or not the basic propositions which would, if true, falsify it, are actually true or false (i.e. whether its
potential falsifiers are actual falsifiers). But how can this be known, if such basic statements cannot be verified by
experience? Popper's answer is that ‘basic statements are not justifiable by our immediate experiences, but are .... accepted by
an act, a free decision’. (Logic of Scientific Discovery, 109). However, and notwithstanding Popper's claims to the contrary,
this itself seems to be a refined form of conventionalism - it implies that it is almost entirely an arbitrary matter whether it is
accepted that a potential falsifier is an actual one, and consequently that the falsification of a theory is itself the function of a
‘free’ and arbitrary act. It also seems very difficult to reconcile this with Popper's view that science progressively moves
closer to the truth, conceived of in terms of the correspondence theory, for this kind of conventionalism is inimical to this
(classical) conception of truth.
2. As Lakatos has pointed out, Popper's theory of demarcation hinges quite fundamentally on the assumption that there are
such things as critical tests, which either conclusively falsify a theory, or give it a strong measure of corroboration. Popper
himself is fond of citing, as an example of such a critical test, the resolution, by Adams and Leverrier, of the problem which
the anomalous orbit of Uranus posed for nineteenth century astronomers. Both men independently came to the conclusion
that, assuming Newtonian mechanics to be precisely correct, the observed divergence in the elliptical orbit of Uranus could
be explained if the existence of a seventh, as yet unobserved outer planet was posited. Further, they were able, again within
the framework of Newtonian mechanics, to calculate the precise position of the ‘new’ planet. Thus when subsequent research
by Galle at the Berlin observatory revealed that such a planet (Neptune) did in fact exist, and was situated precisely where
Adams and Leverrier had calculated, this was hailed as by all and sundry as a magnificent triumph for Newtonian physics: in
Popperian terms, Newton's theory had been subjected to a critical test, and had passed with flying colours. Popper himself
refers to this strong corroboration of Newtonian physics as ‘the most startling and convincing success of any human
intellectual achievement’. Yet Lakatos flatly denies that there are critical tests, in the Popperian sense, in science, and argues
the point convincingly by turning the above example of an alleged critical test on its head. What, he asks, would have
happened if Galle had not found the planet Neptune? Would Newtonian physics have been abandoned, or would Newton's
theory have been falsified? The answer is clearly not, for Galle's failure could have been attributed to any number of causes
other than the falsity of Newtonian physics (e.g. the interference of the earth's atmosphere with the telescope, the existence of
an asteroid belt which hides the new planet from the earth, etc). The point here is that the ‘falsification/corroboration’
disjunction offered by Popper is far too logically neat: non-corroboration is not necessarily falsification, and falsification of a
high-level scientific theory is never brought about by an isolated observation or set of observations. Such theories are, it is

now generally accepted, highly resistant to falsification. They are falsified, if at all, Lakatos argues, not by Popperian critical
tests, but rather within the elaborate context of the research programmes associated with them gradually grinding to a halt,
with the result that an ever-widening gap opens up between the facts to be explained, and the research programmes
themselves. (Lakatos, I. The Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes, passim). Popper's distinction between the
logic of falsifiability and its applied methodology does not in the end do full justice to the fact that all high-level theories
grow and live despite the existence of anomalies (i.e. events/phenomena which are incompatible with the theories). The
existence of such anomalies is not usually taken by the working scientist as an indication that the theory in question is false;
on the contrary, he will usually, and necessarily, assume that the auxiliary hypotheses which are associated with the theory
can be modified to incorporate, and explain, existing anomalies.
3. Scientific laws are expressed by universal statements (i.e. they take the logical form ‘All A's are X’, or some equivalent)
which are therefore concealed conditionals - they have to be understood as hypothetical statements asserting what would be
the case under certain ideal conditions. In themselves they are not existential in nature. Thus ‘All A's are X’ means ‘If
anything is an A, then it is X’. Since scientific laws are non-existential in nature, they logically cannot imply any basic
statements, since the latter are explicitly existential. The question arises, then, as to how any basic statement can falsify a
scientific law, given that basic statements are not deducible from scientific laws in themselves? Popper answers that scientific
laws are always taken in conjunction with statements outlining the ‘initial conditions’ of the system under investigation; these
latter, which are singular existential statements, do, when combined with the scientific law, yield hard and fast implications.
Thus, the law ‘All A's are X’, together with the initial condition statement ‘There is an A at Y’, yields the implication ‘The A
at Y is X’, which, if false, falsifies the original law.
This reply is adequate only if it is true, as Popper assumes, that singular existential statements will always do the work of
bridging the gap between a universal theory and a prediction. Hilary Putnam in particular has argued that this assumption is
false, in that in some cases at least the statements required to bridge this gap (which he calls ‘auxiliary hypotheses’) are
general rather than particular, and consequently that when the prediction turns out to be false we have no way of knowing
whether this is due to the falsity of the scientific law or the falsity of the auxiliary hypotheses. The working scientist, Putnam
argues, always initially assumes that it is the latter, which shows not only that scientific laws are, contra Popper, highly
resistant to falsification, but also why they are so highly resistant to falsification.
Popper's final position is that he acknowledges that it is impossible to discriminate science from non-science on the basis of
the falsifiability of the scientific statements alone; he recognizes that scientific theories are predictive, and consequently
prohibitive, only when taken in conjunction with auxiliary hypotheses, and he also recognizes that readjustment or
modification of the latter is an integral part of scientific practice. Hence his final concern is to outline conditions which
indicate when such modification is genuinely scientific, and when it is merely ad hoc. This is itself clearly a major alteration
in his position, and arguably represents a substantial retraction on his part: Marxism can no longer be dismissed as
‘unscientific’ simply because its advocates preserved the theory from falsification by modifying it (for in general terms, such
a procedure, it now transpires, is perfectly respectable scientific practice). It is now condemned as unscientific by Popper
because the only rationale for the modifications which were made to the original theory was to ensure that it evaded
falsification, and so such modifications were ad hoc, rather than scientific. This contention - though not at all implausible has, to hostile eyes, a somewhat contrived air about it, and is unlikely to worry the convinced Marxist. On the other hand, the
shift in Popper's own basic position is taken by some critics as an indicator that falsificationism, for all its apparent merits,
fares no better in the final analysis than verificationism.
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